1) Welcome/updates
- No more conference funding requests! Hooray we made it through the budget!
- General Elections will happen some time in the next few weeks, probably end of April/beginning of May

2) discussion about Executive Board voting process - Asha McClurg
Conversation about transparency of who is on Student Government and what each person does, the different resources available, how the voting process works
- everyone agreed that there should be some prior experience with Student Government required in order to run for Exec Board
- discussion about the best format for voting: should it still be voted on by members of SG, or should it be open to the entire student body?

Decision was made to hold General Elections as usual and to draft a proposal to amend the by-laws for vote for the May meeting in regards to how Executive Board offices are voted in

3) Sexual Assault Policy Feedback with Dr. Davis
   http://www.dartmouth.edu/~president/sap/
   Shared with all SG members: http://www.dartmouth.edu/~president/sap/sapqa.html
   Major changes and comparison to the old policy were addressed. Big difference is that an outside investigator would now be the one gathering evidence in the case as opposed to someone internally. Any additional feedback can be sent to Dr. Davis. A few questions on wording in regards to consent and the use of force.
   Also discussed briefly about interactions across the Dartmouth community, will discuss more at the May meeting.

4) funding request - Open Mic Night April 18 (Andrew Everett) - approved for $50

5) Diversity Council update - the Just Dinner events have had tremendous success, and they are requesting an additional amount for a Just Brunch event to be held in the next few weeks. Approved for $400, unanimous vote. They will also send out a survey on the culture at Dartmouth particularly related to diversity and inclusiveness.

6) Office of Alumni Affairs update (Theresa Bryant) - no update, tabled for May

7) Community Service Funding Request (Laurie Delatour)
   $200 for Service Day - approved for $200, unanimous vote.
8) Update on mac adaptors for student lounge
   
   Update below on reason not to get apple TV
   
   Vote to approve $150 for original adaptor concept if everyone is on board

   From Chris Maute
   
   I have conferred with our Geisel Computing folks and we feel you would be better served by purchasing adaptors. 
I wish Apple TV was the answer, but I don't believe it is the best choice at this point in time for the reasons listed below:

   *You will need to identify a Dartmouth person or Department willing to allow their Dartmouth net ID and password to be used to register the Apple TV on the Dartmouth Secure network. Your Apple device (iPad, Mac laptop, etc) and Apple TV both have to be connected to the Dartmouth Secure wireless network in order to communicate. If that person or Department changes their password at any time, the Apple TV gets "booted" off the network and will have to be reset with the new password.
   *Apple TVs work best in a home environment. "Enterprise" networks, such as "Dartmouth Secure", work well in general, but sometimes "dropout" for short periods. Apple TVs connected to enterprise networks tend to act "twitchy", and are not as stable as when connected to home networks.
   *Not all Mac laptops can use Airplay to connect to Apple TV. Thus classmates with older Mac laptops or operating systems will still need an adaptor to connect to the flat panel. 
   (The URL below gives more details. Surprisingly, even Mac Pro laptops made in early/mid 2013 cannot connect by Airplay!)

   If you decide as a group that you still want to go ahead and purchase an Apple TV (please budget an additional $50-$60 for a security mount+ shipping), we will be happy to help you with the initial set up. However, since this will be student government equipment in a non-classroom space, please understand that we cannot provide unlimited AV support should problems arise.

   The decision was made to instead approve a budget of $50 towards the purchase of an adaptor for the student lounge, and this would be handled by Sari.

9) Website updates (Kris Minsinger) - website is updated and has information about Student Government, can be updated with new member information and things like potentially an “Improve Geisel” or some kind of format for suggestions/comments/concerns from the student body.

10) Future stuff
   
   May meeting is now Monday, 5/12 (changed from 5/2)
   General elections and exec board elections in May
June meeting to introduce new leadership and approve 14-15 budget

11) Additional topics that came up:
Conflict-resolution strategies and hierarchy among first year students - brainstorming ways to assert the role of current first year reps as mediators between class concerns and administration; venues for dissemination of concerns to appropriate administrators and faculty; triaging concerns to the appropriate people and not overwhelming or unnecessarily overloading any one individual

TDI - not on any listservs, how much of our budget comes from their contributions, and how can we better communicate with issues like travel funding messages? Will be discussed further at the May meeting.